Lyrics: Memo About the Warrant — Matt Sircely 2018

It’s getting hard just following the news. No matter what your views, it’s a scramble just to follow along.

And when times are getting hard and you’re sitting at the bar, that’s about the time a singer tries to put it in a song.

It’s getting pretty hard to believe it’s been going on for so long. Talking about the memo about the warrant and the dossier reported and the Greek kid, drunk blunder, diplomat from down under — when he flipped, all they had left was the memo about the warrant and the dossier reported was the only card playing in his hand.

There’s trouble brewing all around, immigration shutdown, every day they’re driving nature to the wall. All authoritarians are looking out for all their friends and they won’t even say whether or not they took the call.

And things were looking pretty good, fan the flames, knock on wood, they didn’t even know the skinny boy was wired ... and he talked about the memo about the warrant and the dossier reported and the cheez whiz, oil biz, Moscow Ritz, all the tricks and when it hit the papers, then all they had going was the memo about the warrant and the dossier reported was the only card playing in his hand.

Prince, prolly Giuliani forced the Comey testimony by saying things to throw the FBI. And they fired Yates and
Comey and on national TV, he actually told all the people really why. And they’re still trying to say that the the folks who tanked the election were actually working for the other side, and they put it in the memo about the warrant and the dossier reported and the undercover mercenaries, guilty pleas and loud canaries, who will be the first to sing about the dirty laundry? and the memo about the warrant and the dossier reported and the nuclear deterrent is the only card playing in his hand.

The intel chairman, recused and back again, says he’s asking for a friend, he must think we all are blind because they put it in the memo that the warrant was improper, even though the skinny boy had been hanging out with spies and no he didn’t write it, and he didn’t even read it, but everybody knows why he would wanna lie about the memo about the warrant and the dossier reported and the son-in-law’s address really is triple-6, and that’s how much the market fell the day they cleared the memo.

Was the memo about the warrant and the dossier reported was the only card playing in his hand. Talking about the memo about the warrant and the dossier reported and nuclear deterrent is the only card playing in his hand [end].